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Inspection Summary

Inspection on April 19-21, 1982 (Report No. 50-346/82-13(DETP))
Areas Inspected: Reactive announced inspection to review operation of
auxiliary feedwater system with respect to damage suffered by the auxiliary

l feedwater header. This damage was reported by the licensee and documented
in preliminary notification PNO-III-82-38 dated April 13, 1982, and updates
on' April 16 and 20, 1982. The inspection involved 17 inspector-hours onsite

_

including 0 inspector-hours onsite during offshifts. '

i Results: No items of noncompliance were identified. i
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*T. Murray, Station Superintendent
*C. Daft, QA Director
*J. Werner, Administrative Coordinator
J. Lingenfelter, Station Technical Engineer
E. Caba, Station Performance Engineer
B. Sarsour, Senior Assistant Engineer, .

| J. Tabbert, Assistant Engineer
L. Simon, Operations Supervisor

i J. Johnson, Shift Technical Advisor
< e

2. Auxiliary Feedwater Header Damage

During routine eddy current testing of the outer periphery tubes of the
i No. 1 steam generator, licensee personnel identified indications of tube

denting in the vicinity of the auxiliary feedwater header inside the,

' steam generator. The licensee opened the secondary side manway for an
' inspection and determined that the auxiliary feedwater header hcd been

damaged. The licensee videotaped a visual and fiberoptic inspection
of the auxiliary feedwater header for approximately 160* around the

: generator and took measurements of the damaged areas. The header,
j which has a rectangular cross section, was found to have a concave

deformation of the outerwall. The nozzle, which normally extends
J from the steam generator inner wall into the header, was determined

to have separated from the header, become misaligned and butted
against the header penetration. The auxiliary feedwater header is

. normally held in place by eight sets of brackets and dowel pins which
'

pin the header to the shroud. Of these brackets, only four sets could
be viewed. All of the brackets were bent and the dowel pins were
missing from two of the bracket / pin sets. No. 2 steam generator was

! subsequently examined and similar damage noted. In No. 2 steam
generator, all four pins were out and two bracket pieces were broken
off. Three of the pins were located and recovered. The inspector
reviewed the tapes of these inspections with the licensee. Additional '

steam generator and auxiliary feedwater header water damage inspection
details are contained in Inspection Report No. 50-346/82-14.

No items of noncompliance were identified. -

! 3. Auxiliary Feedwater System Operation

The inspector reviewed the operation of the auxiliary. feedwater system
in order to determine its impact on the auxiliary feedwater header

1 damage noted in paragraph 2. The following procedures were utilized
in the review:

! SP 1106'.06 Auxiliary Feedwater System, issued April 20, 1976 through
Rev. 15 dated March 7, 1982.
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SP 1105.16 Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System Operating
Procedure issued September 14, 1976 through Rev. 10 dated December 12,
1981.

In addition, the inspector interviewed members of the operating and
technical staff and reviewed the piping and instrumentation drawings,
isometric drawings and the Technical Specifications. The inspector
reviewed an operational history of nuxilis.y feedwater actuations
compiled by the licensee which indicated chat since initial criticality,
25 full Steam and Feedwater Rupture Control System trips have occurred.
These SFRCS trips lead to starting of the auxiliary feedwater pumps
and feeding of the steam generators via the auxiliary feedwater header.
Initially, the auxiliary feedwater pumps are in automatic and the pump
speed cycles while trying to maintain steam generator level. Flow to
the steam generator will be effectively shut off for a short period
of time during these cycles. The licensee reports these cycles have
varied from 15 seconds to 3 minutes between cycles depending on heat
load prior'to the trip. The cycles continue until the pump speed is
put into manual by the operator. The licensee estimates the total
number of these cycles to be between 200-300; however, the licensee
also believes that the initial slug of water on auxiliary feed pump
startup would have more of an effect on the auxiliary feedwater header
than the cycling action because the licensee estimates it would take
8-10 minutes for the auxiliary feedwater header to drain down once it
is full of water.

The licensee believes that the initial slug of water to hit the auxiliary
feedwater header would consist of the water contained in the AFW lines
in containment at approximately 100 F. Based on pipe volume and the
orientation of the uninsulated AFW piping, the licensee feels the amount
of water in the AFW lines in containment would be more than enough to
initially fill the AFW header in the steam generator. The normal
supply of water to the auxiliary feedwater system, the condensate
storage tank, would then be supplying the feedwater at turbine building
ambient temperature (approximately 70-90 ). The licensee reports
that the auxiliary feedwater pumps take approximately five seconds to
reach full flow (based on conversations with operators present during
system actuation). Although flow is dependent on steam generator
pressure, the pump is rated for 1050 gpm at 1050 psig. Operators
indicate that it is not unusual to see the 1000 gpm flow indicator
reach the top of its range during the initial surge prior to settling
out to an onscale reading.

The inspector investigated a full SFRCS trip which occurred on July 30,
1981, in which the source of water for the auxiliary feed system was
switched to the service water system. The concern was that service
water temperature may be much colder than condensate storage tank
temperature and increase the magnitude of thermal shock felt by the
auxiliary feedwater header. However, service water temperature at
the time of the initiation was approximately 74*F, and therefore,
no appreciable difference with condensate storage tank temperaturo.
An additional concern involved complete securing of auxiliary feedwater
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flow once initiated by shutting an isolation valve and thus increasing
the thermal shock by cycling. Although the auxiliary feed pump dis-
charge valve does shut if afb' pump speed decreases to 1100 RPM (norm-
ally 3600 RPM), the valve is bypassed by an orificed bypass line which

,

prevents total flow shutoff by the discharge valve while the pump is
running.

At the completion of the inspection, the cause and specific mechanism
resulting in the damage to the auxiliary feedwater header was still
being investigated by the licensee. This is an open item (346/82-13-01)
pending completion fo the licensee's investigation and subsequent
review by the inspector. Corrective action to repair, replace or modify
the auxiliary feedwater system was also not defined by the conclusion
of the inspection and is considered an open item (346/82-13-02).

No items of noncompliance were identified.

4. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph
1) on April 21, 1982. The inspector summarized the scope and findings
of the inspection. The licensee acknowledged the statements made by
the inspector with respect to the open items.
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